Introduction
There are few subjects that have produced such a sustained response in the press over the past few years as the Internet and the Information Super Highway. Every week we are bombarded with details of new facilities that can be found on this vast computer network. In the United States an initiative led by VicePresident Al Gore three or four years ago established the infrastructure necessary for super-computer communications countrywide. As a result, the American public and the medical profession are fully aware of the strengths of this new technology. In Britain, however, we have been slow to exploit the potential of this worldwide communications network. Even though the Internet has now entered the political debate, lack of a suitable national computer network and a centrally co-ordinated policy has meant that we are rapidly falling behind in the range of resources available to us at our desks. Despite the amount written about the Web in the medical literature in Britain, the number of medical users remains small. In these few columns I should like to provide a glimpse of (fig 2) . There are histopathology atlases with macroscopic and microscopic pathology, some with accompanying clinical information and x ray films. Many medical schools now make their course material available on the Web,(h) providing information not only for their own students but also for those at other medical schools. In the USA physicians can gain CME points by completing electronic cases over the network.") Electronic journals Our main source of new information comes from reading current journals, but it can be frustrating if the journal required is not in the library or if someone else is reading it. An obvious solution is to provide the journal in an electronic form over the Internet. Several dozen science journals, including NatureO),4 Celrk) and Science"', make their contents pages and abstracts available on the Web on the day of publication. This allows multiple users from anywhere in the world access to the same issue at the same time. The text can easily be searched for key words and hypertext links can be used to allow the reader to jump between other articles published in other issues of the same journal. The field is evolving rapidly and standards are still being developed, but it is only a matter of time before clicking on a text citations will bring up the full Medline reference of the article.
BioMOO: an electronic meeting place for biologists The majority of Web resources provide information for individual users. There is little scope for immediate interaction with other Web users. One exception is a MOO (Multiuser Dimension Object Orientated), a virtual reality meeting place at which multiple users can be present at once. BioMOO0m) is one such facility for biological scientists, in which users from around the world can log onto a computer at the Weizmann Institute in Israel and converse with each other, hold symposia and read notice boards, posters and job advertisments.' The structure of the MOO illustrates the beauty of the Web because the images and slide collections found in BioMOO are stored on a separate computer at CalTech in California and the two sites are linked seamlessly by hypertext. Too much of a good thing? Initial enthusiasm about the Web must be tempered by reality. There are times when the network is so slow that it is unusable and while the number of resources is remarkable, there is in general no peer review system for determining the quality or the reliability of the information. There are reputable institutions which make information available, but there is also much more information produced from dubious sources on the 'fringe'.
Sorting between this information can be difficult, time consuming and costly, especially ifyou pay by the minute for your connection. At present, most of the resources on the Web are free and without copyright, provided by non-commercial organisations and individuals. Many who use the Web are funded by research grants and use the Internet as a means of disseminating their knowledge. The service is unlikely to remain free. After all, if a publisher makes their journal available free on theWeb why should subscribers pay for the paper version to arrive (several days later) on their desk?
One of the biggest fears expressed by the medical profession is that of patient confidentiality. How can you be certain that if the computers in your hospital allow you access to information from the outside world that others from the outside world cannot access hospital information? This is a very real concern and one that is being addressed. There are several security measures available-for example, a 'firewall', in which a combination of software and hardware is used to restrict traffic coming into a site while allowing free traffic out of the site. These systems work well-it must be remembered that organisations whose job it is to be paranoid, such as the intelligence gathering services, make use of them. The security ofmedical records even within a hospital can be difficult to achieve; one strength of computer security is that you can at least maintain a check on who has been looking at what and when.
The future The power of computers, the speed at which they run and their storage capacity doubles every 18 months, while in the same period their price halves. With this rapid advance in the technology every few weeks, the variety of resources available on the Internet is changing. Encryption technology is being developed which, in the next few months, will allow the secure use of credit card numbers on the Web. Suddenly, a whole world of commerce will appear on the Internet. The same technology could permit medical information to be sent securely over the Web and improvements in communication technology in the next few years will allow real-time video information to be transmitted. We will all be attending virtual conferences and seminars within the next five years.
Conclusions and suggestions
In Britain we are being bombarded by information about the resources available on the Web; however, the infrastructure necessary is unavailable to many in the medical profession. Facilities which would be of considerable benefit to all pathologists are restricted to a few isolated enthusiasts. Those 
